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 What are the improvements in this version and what's new in it? A: One new feature is the following: 3D Objects and IK
Filtering Improvements The 3D objects with which you can create your soft motions are now more user friendly to use: When
dragging the 3D object with the stick, you can change the axis of the object. The 3D object moves along the axis in which the

hand is currently moving. The 3D objects now have a tooltip: "translation", "rotation" and "scale". The 3D objects have a
bounding box in which they are placed when created. The rotation axes of the 3D object is now visible. There is a 3D object
filter that works as a "group". Also, there is a new version of the IK filter: The IKs are now smoother: The hair on the face is

now smoother: There is also a new interface in the IK tool: It's now much easier to select a rotation axis of a bone. It's also much
easier to select the first bone that belongs to an IK. You can select a bone by double clicking on it: Some bugs have been fixed:
The IKs worked with the "Rotate tool" but not with the "Mocap Studio Tools" If the hair was edited with the IK tool, the hair

was not in the right place when using the "Edit Soft Motions" (from the menu). It was difficult to move the 3D object. The 3D
object was not correctly centered in the viewport: There are also some improvements to the viewport: The viewport contains a
bounding box where the 3D object is placed. The viewport works also with the "Rotate" tool. The viewport is zoomable. The

viewport contains a tooltip for the 3D object and for the cameras. There are some new options in the menu: Delete all IKs
Delete all IKs for one AnimationLayer Select AnimationLayer Select all IKs for one AnimationLayer and some minor bugfixes.

Q: Create read only data with @JsonIgnore I'm having a lot of trouble with this, I've read the documentation on this and
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